
FAEN EXHIBITION - YOUNG AND EXPERIMENTAL

Atelier Nord, Oslo  
17.10 - 03.11.19 (Exhibition opening: 17.10.19, 19:00)

Exhibiting artists: Anja Malec (HR), Anne Cecilie Lie (NO), Annike Flo (NO), Natalie Seifert Eliassen 
(NO), Dragongirl (NO), Renate Synnes Handal (NO) and Unnur Andrea Einarsdóttir (IS/NO). 

Darknet spa for meditation? Scenography made in collaboration with fungi? A true 
love story between a woman and her plant? Escorts as art? Future of love in the digital 
age? FY FAEN SÅ BRA!

FAEN EXHIBITION - YOUNG AND EXPERIMENTAL is a group exhibition showcasing seven newly 
produced artworks by young female artists based in Norway. The artists were selected through 
an open call launched by FAEN in spring 2019. The call altogether attracted more than 70 highly 
interesting applicants. The exhibition at Atelier Nord showcases the first works resulting from a 
collaborative production process with FAEN and our partners.  

Anja Malec’s media art installation “No Strings Attached” explores the phenomenon of falling in 
love and forming romantic relationships in the digital age. Natalie Seifert Eliassen’s performance 
and video work “MyBMB: My body is my business” represents cutting edge artistic research 
focusing on the themes of beauty and feminism by addressing a stigmatized profession in 
Norway: sex workers. Renate Synnes Handal’s video installation “En annen partner” shows a 
different kind of a love-story, exploring the relationship between a woman and a plant, marrying 
the concepts of ecosexuality and Norway’s invisible, widespread disease: loneliness. Anne 
Cecilie Lie’s bioart work “Intersecta” immerses the audience into a sensory experience of the 
invisible world of insects around us. Annike Flo’s “cocreat:e:ures : s h i f t” is a performative 
aesthetic experiment seeking to find ways of connecting the machines, humans and fungi into a 
hybrid ecology. Unnur Andrea Einarsdóttir invites the audience into her work “The Darknet Spa” 
to question how our technologies ultimately act as mirrors reflecting the broken parts of our 
society. Dragongirl’s (Nikoline Ursin Erichsen) immersive sound journey “Sentimental Clubbing”, 
will challenge the typical sensory experience offered by modern club culture, by exploring its 
violent realities and complex emotional landscape.

FAEN EXHIBITION is organized and curated by Zane Cerpina / TEKS, in collaboration with Atelier 
Nord, PNEK, BEK, i/o/lab, Notam and FeLT. FAEN experts include Kirsty Kross, Kristin Bergaust, 
Hege Tapio, Gyrid Nordal Kaldestad and Ståle Stenslie. Sponsored by Arts Council Norway, Oslo 
kommune, PNEK, Atelier Nord and TEKS.

Read more: https://faen.today/category/faen-exhibition/ 
FB event: https://www.facebook.com/events/445038786102781/
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